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Every runner runs for a reason. Each reason is 

personal. Some want to achieve. Some want to 

stay at their prime. Some need the exercise. And 

some need the sense of freedom. What is true to 

all of them is that they are all uniquely different. 

Use this guide to find out how adidas can help you 

run the way you want to run. 
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INTRODUCTION
adidas knows that every runner is 

different but every runner wants the 

same results; to be better, faster 

and more in control. Few other 

global sports brands have the same 

heritage when it comes to running, 

from the 1936 Summer Olympics 

in Berlin to the Standard Chartered 

Dubai Marathon in 2011, adidas has 

been outfitting runners with the best 

shoes for their unique style.

As the running season begins, 

adidas’ new collection of running 

products offers control, stability 

and cushioning like never before.  

In addition, the range caters to those 

looking for a lighweight option. 

The new streamlined Supernova 

Sequence now offers runners a 

comfortable and supportive running 

shoe and the adiSTAR Salvation 

combines comfort with luxury. 

Finally, the adizero F50 Runner, 

weighing in at just 240g, is the 

ultimate, lightweight all-round 

athletic shoe.

All adidas running shoes incorporate 

key technologies that help you 

improve, regardless of your running 

style. The Supernova Sequence 

features a large adiPRENE® crash  

pad for the best impact absorption, 

as well as a new and improved 

ForMotion™ unit.

The new adiSTAR Salvation is the 

most luxurious running shoe in 

the range and also the lightest 

of its kind ever created. With the 

Torsion® system, the shoe provides 

stability and supports better 

adaptation to the running surface. 

Both the adiSTAR Salvation and the 

Supernova Sequence feature a new 

and improved Pro Moderator+, which 

adds stability and reduces excessive 

foot motion.

The adizero F50 Runner features 

adiPRENE®+, used to protect the 

forefoot. The innovative Torsion® 

System is a lightweight arch support 

which allows the forefoot and 

rearfoot to move independently for 

better surface adaption and stability. 

The Torsion® System is fully 

engineered and provides a unique 

transition from heel to toe.

With such a diverse and versatile 

range of running products, adidas 

ensures that no matter what your 

running needs, there is a running 

shoe for you. Each collection within 

the range also features apparel that 

complements the benefits offered by 

the shoes. The new adidas Running 

range is now available at all adidas 

stores across the UAE.
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The fastest marathon shoe in the 

world now has its own record: wearing 

the adizero adios 2, Patrick Makau 

improved the world marathon record 

to 2:03:38h at the Berlin Marathon on 

Sunday. The previous world record set 

by Haile at the 2008 Berlin Marathon 

in the adizero adios 1, was in a of time 

2:03:59h.

The 26-year-old Kenyan, the defending 

champion, was always on world record 

tempo and didn’t fade even when the 

last of six pacemakers fell away. “In 

the morning my body was not good 

but, after I started the race, it started 

reacting very well. Then I started 

thinking about the record,” Makau said 

after the race.

Patrick makau and adizero – 
the winning combination
adidas once again delivers on its promise of excellence. September 25, 2011 will 

be ear-marked as a world record  breaking day for Patrick Makau and adidas as he 

claims victory at the Berlin Marathon.

Patrick Makau Fact File:

 Kenya’s Eastern Province

 

 2hr 3min 38sec

 

 in 2010

 

 and 2011 Berlin marathons

 

 58min 52sec (2009)

adizero ADIOS 2

Available from 
January 2012



Run today, run tomorrow and run for life. It’s 
not a sport or an exercise.  It’s a lifestyle!
Tori Leckie, adidas athlete

My name is Tori and
I’m an adidas 
athlete in the Uae.
On why I run
There are so many reasons behind my passion 

that I don’t know where to begin. It all started as 

soon became a passion in its own right.

or the twist of a dial but there’s an amazing 

freedom that comes with slipping on a pair 

of adidas trainers at the crack of dawn and 

running free before most have even stirred.  

It makes me feel alive and sets me up for the day.

versatile either. No need for fancy equipment 

or expensive memberships … just a great pair 

of adidas shoes and some cool adidas kit and 

you’re ready to hit the road.

 

I think about what I want to achieve each day.  

By the time I sit at my desk, my creative juices 

do’ list with a vengeance!

On being an adidas athlete
My love for sport and running has only been 

products and am honoured to be an ambassador 

for one of the world’s greatest brands.  

The cushion response and the supernova 

sequence shoes keep me going for miles  

and the adidas apparel, each and every season, 

seems to strike the perfect balance between 

fashion and function;; no other brand combines 

such great technology with the same sense of 

effortless style.

On what and where I run
I started off with a few marathons but now 

my passion lies in longer distance events, 

normally multi-day, always off-road and often 

up high in the mountains. I travel the world 

over to run;; there are few better ways to 

discover a new place than on foot.

On training
For me, training is focused on time on my feet 

so lots of long, steady runs with a consistent 

pace. Cross-training is super important too 

so I always find time to do some yoga and 

strength work.  For these, I’m normally kitted 

out in Stella McCartney’s range.

 

a 5k, a 10k or a marathon, the adidas miCoach 

is an awesome tool that gives you the perfect 

training plan considering your distance, 

pace and heart rate and schedule. It literally 

coaches you through your runs and I’ve yet to 

meet anyone who doesn’t rave about it.

On getting technical
When it comes to footwear, I’m lucky to 

have neutral feet but when it comes to long-

distance running I still need to find the right 

shoes for maximum support and comfort. 

Adidas have such an extensive range that 

there are solutions for every type of foot, every 

type of runner and for every type of terrain. 

All their footwear is specifically developed 

for bodies in motion which is what sets them 

apart from the rest.

Sequence are my all time favourites. The 

a snug feel … even during a long run, I forget 

I’m even wearing shoes. As for the Supernova 

Sequence, they have a slightly wider toe box 

so great to avoid any friction if running long  

or on rough terrain.

On getting started
I lose count of the times I have heard people 

say that they would love to run but they can’t 

but the truth is everyone can run. As babies, 

we all tried for months on end to walk and 

then as soon as that was mastered, we ran, 

entirely by instinct. Too often grown-ups 

forget this though and think it seems hard.  

Those who struggle need to remember 

that every single runner has started off 

from scratch … everyone started with a lap 

round the block that left them with burning 

legs and exploding lungs. But as with all 

things in life, show some commitment and 

determination, put in the time and it just gets 

easier and easier. In fact, running is possibly 

the greatest metaphor for life because you get 

out of it, exactly what you put into it and when 

something is challenging and pushes us to 

reach new limits, the rewards are always the 

greatest.

On choosing the right fuel
Think of your body as a finely-tuned sports 

car… you only want to fill it with the best 

fuel right? You need to eat a nutritious and 

balanced diet to maintain good health and to 

maximise performance. Carbs are the best 

source of energy for athletes whilst protein 

helps to repair tissue damaged in training.  

Sodium and other electrolytes are particularly 

important for runners in the Middle East as 

the heat makes you sweat so much. Finally, 

being well-hydrated is a must for runners 

but is often overlooked. Drink before training, 

during training and after training.
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SUPERNOVA
ALL CONTROL, EVERY RUN



14 MEN’S 15

Supernova
SEQUENCE 4

Streamlined for a more powerful, 

more comfortable stride, these adidas 

Supernova™ Sequence 4 shoes step 

construction and a breathable air 

mesh upper. These running shoes 

also protect your joints with impact-

Supernova
Features:

Mesh inserts

Benefits:
Provides heat and moisture 

management through 

ventilation.

Engineered for ultimate 

freedom of movement.

SHIRTS & SHORTS

Supernova
SLEEVELESS TEE

Supernova
SHORT SLEEVE 
TEE

Supernova
SPLIT SHORTS

MEN’S

Supernova GLIDE 3



16 WOMEN’S

Supernova
Supernova
GLIDE 3

From seasoned marathoners to 

after-work heroes, everyone can 

appreciate the incredibly smooth 

ride of the adidas Supernova™ 

Glide 3 running shoes. They 

injury-free comfort.

Features: 
miCoach compatible

Mesh insert

Benefits:
Provides heat and moisture 

management through  

ventilation considering womens 

specific sweatzones.

Engineered for ultimate  

freedom of movement.

SHIRTS & SHORTS

Supernova GLIDE 3

Supernova SEQUENCE 4

Supernova 
SHORTS

Supernova TANK

Supernova SHORT 
SLEEVE TEE

17WOMEN’S
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adizero
light makes fast



adizero 
SHORT SLEEVE TEE

adizero SHORTS

adizero 

SLEEVELESS TEE

adizero
F50 RUNNER

For speed junkies, the adizero  

grams, meaning that it’s superfast. 

heel system, the foot experiences  

a much smoother, balanced and 

natural touchdown.

Features:

FlowMapping

Mesh insert

Lightweight fabric

Lasercut Ventilation

Benefits:
Provides heat and moisture 

management through 

ventilation.

Engineered to perform for 

linear running motions.

Channelled air flow round  

the body for optimum 

ventilation and comfort.

SHIRTS & SHORTS

20 MEN’S

adizero
21MEN’S

adizero AEGIS 2

adizero ADIOS

adizero SHORTS

adizero
TEMPO 4

 

 

the adidas adiZero™ Tempo 4 

running shoes a natural,  

energetic feel. They feature 

 

heel cushioning, adaptive 

 

 

midfoot support. 



adizero SINGLET 
TANK TOP

adizero

adizero SHORTS

adizero SHORT 
SLEEVE TEE

adizero AEGIS 2

adizero TEMPO 4

adizero
F50 RUNNER

Features:

FlowMapping

Mesh insert

Lightweight fabric

Lasercut Ventilation

Benefits:
Provides heat and moisture 

management through  

ventilation considering womens 

specific sweatzones.

Engineered to perform for linear  

running motions.

Channelled air flow round  

the body for optimum ventilation 

and comfort.

SHIRTS & SHORTS

22 WOMEN’S 23WOMEN’S

For speed junkies, the adizero  

 

240 grams, meaning that it’s 

 

a freely moving heel system,  

the foot experiences  

a much smoother,  

balanced and natural 

touchdown.

adizero ADIOS
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adistar
smooth ride



26 MEN’S

adistar
27WOMEN’S

adistar
SALVATION 3

Salvation 3 adidas running shoes 

that adapts to the ground every step of 

the way. Plus they support your stride 

adistar
SOLUTION 2

adistar
RIDE 3

adistar
RIDE 3

Weighing in at an ultra-light  

light on support. They feature a 

seamless mesh upper with smooth 

outsole that gives you perfect grip in 

all weather conditions.

adistar
SALVATION 3
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response
strengthen your stride



response
Features:

Mesh ventilation inserts

Benefits:
Engineered to perform for  

linear running motions.

Provides heat and moisture 

management through ventilation 

considering womens specific 

sweatzones.

Soft, lightweight fabric for superior 

moisture management.

SHIRTS & SHORTS

Response SHORTS

Response
SLEEVELESS TANK

Response SHORTS

31MEN’S30 MEN’S

Response
TEE

Response
CUSHION 20

Weighing in at a super-lightweight 

320 grams, these adidas 

shoes are sustainably built and 

designed to deliver a comfortable, 

to the ground as you run, while the 

air mesh upper keeps feet cool. 

Response
STABILITY 3



Response

Response SHORTS

Response
TEE

Features:

Mesh ventilation inserts

Mesh insert

Benefits:
Provides heat and moisture  

management through  

ventilation considering womens  

specific sweatzones.

Engineered to perform for linear  

running motions.

Soft, lightweight fabric for superior 

moisture management.

SHIRTS & SHORTS

Response CUSHION 20

33WOMEN’S32 WOMEN’S

Response
CUSHION 20

Weighing in at a super-lightweight 

320 grams, these adidas 

shoes are sustainably built and 

designed to deliver a comfortable, 

to the ground as you run, while the 

air mesh upper keeps feet cool. 

Response

STABILITY 3



expands during the transition phase 

from foot plant to toe-off. It returns to 

its original shape as you begin to take 

weight off the foot.

 is a highly shock-

absorbent material that cushions and 

protects your heel at impact.

the forefoot and provide a responsive, 

dynamic toe-off.

pro-moderator™ is a lightweight, 

protective support which is placed  

on the shoe midsole to help prevent  

the foot from rolling inwards upon 

landing. This reduces the risk of  

running-related injuries.

An internal footwear technology that 

enhances fit and comfort by placing 

padding in anatomically correct 

areas.

geoFIT™ ™ to mould 

the shoe to the shape of your foot for 

a supremely comfortable, secure fit.

ForMotion™ is a freely moving heel 

system that is de-coupled allowing 

the unit to adapt to your individual 

running style. Your foot experiences a 

much smoother, balanced and natural 

touchdown with ForMotion™ beneath 

your feet. 

The midfoot stretch panel, integral 

to the ForMotion™ upper technology, 

provides an adaptive fit that works 

in conjunction with your foot’s 

natural movement. active ForMotion™ 

stretches and contours as the foot 

Every runner is different, but 

everyone wants effortless comfort 

when they run. That’s why adidas 

develops footwear especially for a 

body in motion. The next few pages 

will explain the technology in our 

 

for you.

Whatever type of running style you 

have, there’s a shoe that’s perfect  

for you. Whether you enjoy running  

on or off-road, our shoes are made  

 

as different runners.

Our technology explained

35

High Arch

If your foot is high-arched, 

you are a runner with 

underpronating feet. 

This means it’s incredibly 

important to choose shoes 

with good cushioning, 

to counteract the shock 

transmission through the 

lower legs when you run.

Normal Arch

arches are known as 

biomechanical problems 

to worry about, shoes from 

either the Cushioning or 

Stability ranges will be 

suitable.

Flat Foot

The opposite of high-arched 

feet, flat-footed runners will 

have over-pronating feet.  

If your foot strike looks most 

like the picture above, you 

should pick from the Stability 

some of the shock when  

you’re running. 

How to check your 
foot strike

1.  Fill a shallow pan with water 

and lay a piece of light-

coloured paper on  

the floor.

2.  Step in the pan of water and 

immediately transfer your 

feet to the paper.

3.  Step on and off the paper 

quickly, so the shape 

produced is as accurate as 

possible.

4.  Use the guide opposite 

to help determine your 

pronation range, and 

therefore the best category 

suited to your arch type, 

shown in the pages overleaf.

Choosing the right shoe
The feet are so important, so you must find the right 

shoe characteristics to match your running style. 

Incorrect shoe choices can lead to injuries from the 

feet all the way up to the neck region, and are so easily 

prevented by getting professional advice on which shoe 

is right for you. 

Work out your foot strike 

Whether you’re new to running or have been running for 

years, we’d advise you to go to a running specialist store 

and have a full gait analysis. By running on a treadmill, 

your footstrike can be recorded and played back to show 

the effect different shoes have on your running. This is a 

great way to ensure you are wearing the correct shoes.

Alternatively, use this very simple test to determine 

your arch shape. This will guide you in finding a shoe 

with the correct support.

34

Cushion

Supernova Glide 

 

adizero Adios 

adizero Aegis 

adistar Solution 

 

All cushion and stability 

footwear is suitable for 

Normal Arch runners

Stability

Supernova Sequence 

adizero Tempo 

adistar Salvation 



ClimaCool  is designed to control the body 

body mapping research shows the heat and 

sweat problem zones for men and women 

and this has formed the basis for our designs. 

ClimaCool  clothing retracts heat and 

sweat away from the body through a mixture 

of heat and ventilation zones, moisture-

controlling materials and conductive fibres. 

Leaving you to concentrate on where you’re 

going in complete comfort.

Temperature zones

25-2920-24

 outerwear combines 

durable wind protection and high 

breathability with fewer layers and less 

bulk. Because the wind can’t pierce through 

your clothing, your body remains warm and 

 

highly windproof, it’s highly breathable  

whatever your activity. 

sport they play but in how they train and 

move. With complete freedom of movement, 

ForMotion™ apparel does nothing to restrict 

you from performing at your best. ForMotion™ 

apparel is three-dimentionally engineered to 

move naturally with the athlete’s body during 

sport. adidas created ForMotion™ to follow 

every curve of the athlete’s body and mimic 

the natural movement of sport for a better fit 

and greater comfort while in motion.

37

adidas understands that every runner is different, so we’ve developed 

gender-specific technological designs to allow our apparel to give you the 

most comfortable run, no matter who you are or where you run. Leaving you 

Because every
runner is different



GET FASTER

RED ZONE - better your run

blue ZONE - energize your run

GREEN ZONE - improve your run

YELLOW ZONE - strengthen you run

get coached

micoach.com

miCoach Pacer makes you better with real-time audible 

coaching. Pacer tells you when to speed up and slow 

down during your workout based on easy to understand 

heart rate zones.  It also tracks your distance, strides, 

and elapsed time giving you an accurate and complete 

workout summary. Sync it to micoach.com so you 

can track your progress as you reach your potential. 

Know The Zones

miCoach coaches with 4 easy-to-understand color 

zones, simplifying the science so you can run without 

worrying about the numbers.

39



miCoach pacer bundle 

miCoach zone bundle 

stride sensor

Updates your 

calories, 

distance and 

stride rate in 

real-time.

heart rate monitor

Monitors your real-time 

heartbeat and send the 

info to the pacer.

miCoach zone

Visual coaching based on your

real-timeheart beat 

and  color-coded display.

Many people decide to start running, and 

do not know how, and go out too hard, too 

seasoned runners, unsure of how to get to the 

next level. miCoach makes running accessible 

to all runners;; ultimately making runners 

better and helping non-runners run.  

 

miCoach pacer

Audible coaching 

based on your 

real-time stride and 

heartbeat.

Follow a 

personalised 

training plan 

to achieve 

your goals and 

improve your 

run. miCoach 

gives you the 

tools you need  

to make each 

training session 

as effective as 

possible. 

Our zones explained

When you get your training programme from miCoach, you’ll see it’s made up of different 

of your maximum heart rate. Take a look at them in more detail:

Blue zone: Energy

Grow your aerobic base and let your body 

maximum heart rate.

Green zone: Endurance

Build cardio capacity and burn calories by 

heart rate.

Yellow zone: Strength

Boost your metabolism and deepen your 

 

of your maximum heart rate.

Red zone: Power

Improve your strength and speed  

your maximum heart rate.

Visit adidas.com/micoach to find a personalised training plan
for you, whatever your goals are.

adidas miCoach
Whether your goal is to start running to lose weight, or you 

have been running for years and want to improve your 10K 

So, what do you need to do?

you’ve entered your personal information 

on the site, miCoach will calculate a 

bespoke training plan based on your 

how far and what sort of workout you 

should be doing. As all this is just for you, 

your very own, specially created miCoach 

training programme will get you the best 

results, quicker. So you’ll be inspired to 

keep reaching for your goals.

Your workout, your way

miCoach coaches you through each 

workout by tracking your heart rate. Heart 

rate training helps you gauge effort and 

see improvement. miCoach personalises a 

special set of heart rate zones according to 

your individual fitness, to guide you through 

your workouts. Staying within your zones 

means you don’t waste any time or energy, 

under-train or overdo it.

improve your 
training with

40 41

heart rate monitor

Monitors your real-time 

heartbeatand send the info

to the pacer.



GET FASTER

get coached

micoach.com

miCoach Mobile App makes you better with GPS real-

time audible coaching. It takes you through sport-

zones telling you when to speed up or when to slow 

down. It tracks your distance, pace, elapsed time  

and calories so you can track your progress as you 

reach your potential. Go to miCoach.com to download 

the app.

micoach benefits
real time coaching | exact heart rate monitoring

training plan development | running community

post-training analysis
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